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Candle Lighting: 4:48 pm

Mincha-Kabbolas Shabbos: 4:58 pm 

Jewish Explorer: 7:00 pm - Shabbos meal & Dessert

Shacharis: 8:45 am 

Sof Zman Krias Shema: 9:35 am (Gr’a)

Shiur for Men & Women: 4:00 pm - Rabbi Plutchok

Mincha: 4:45 pm

Maariv: 5:57 pm

Motzai Shabbos: 6:07 pm(60 min) - 6:19 pm(72 min)

Avos Ubanim: 6:35 pm

SHABBOS SCHEDULE

Shacharis Sunday: 8:00/9:00 am - Followed by Breakfast & a Shiur 

Mincha/Maariv: 4:45/5:00 pm 

Maariv with Yeshiva: 9:30 pm

Shulchan Aruch In Depth Daily: 7:00 am - Rabbi Plutchok

Kitzur Shulchan Aruch Daily: After the 8:00 am Shachris

Amud Yomi ‘Megilla’ Daily: 9:00 pm - Rabbi Plutchok

Rabbi Reuven Khasken Class on “Introductory to Jewish Thought” - Wednesdays at 9 pm 

WEEKDAY SCHEDULE
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God famously led the children of Israel out of Egypt by a 
circuitous route, lest they be forced to fight the Plishtim, 

and, in fear and panic, retreat back to Egypt. And yet those 
very same psukim tell us that they left Egypt fully armed. A 
week later, when the Egyptians caught up with them at Yam 
Suf, they again didn’t have to fight; God did that for them.  So 
why did they have to carry arms with them, and why does the 
Torah make such a prominent point that they did?

Of course, they needed to be able to defend themselves 
if attacked along the way, as indeed they were by Amalek 
before too long.  And they would presumably need arms in 
case of resistance upon entering Canaan, as indeed they did.  
But why, upon their triumphant exodus, when  no one could 
stand in their way, would the Torah tell us that these former 
slaves armed themselves?  Was it on their own initiative? Did 
Moshe direct them to? Was it a divine command?  Whatever 
the source of that initiative, it was important enough for the 
Torah to make significant mention of it.

Where the Torah provides historical narrative, it’s not pri-
marily as a history book (although the history it does provide 
is irrefutably accurate) but rather, to provide a context for us 
to understand our relationship with the Ribbono shel Olam as 
well as with each other, and to teach us things He wants us to 
know. And, as we know, the experiences and the actions of the 
Avos and the early progenitors of our nation, as related in the 
Torah, serve as a model for what the future holds for us, how 
to comport ourselves, and what we can expect in this world 
and of this world. 

When Yaakov Avinu, upon his return from Lavan and 
Charan, prepared for his reunion wth Eisav, he approached 
that dreaded encounter by covering all the bases he could. He 
prayed. He divided his camp strategically. He prepared for 
war. And he pushed diplomacy, with nearly obsequious, un-
deserved, graciousness toward Eisav.  And that clever diplo-
macy, in the end, brought about a peaceful, successful, on-the-
surface-loving meeting with the evil Eisav, who apparently 
never bothered him again. Yaakov was, in fact, ready for war, 
if need be, but he did everything he reasonably could to avoid 
it. And he succeeded.

It can be said that an important lesson in life was imparted 
in the juxtaposition of the verses that tell us of the Israelites’ 
preparations for war, and the prudent course of it being avoid-
ed if possible.  Their resultant course of travel was far from 
the direct route to the Land of Israel, but God led them on that 
circuitous route because it was better for them not to have to 
fight at that time. Fighting would eventually come, and they 
would stand in their own defense, but God also knew that they 

weren’t yet psychologically ready. 
The classic understanding of that psychological unpre-

paredness for war is that the Israelites, as recent slaves, at 
that time lacked the self confidence to wage war.  But let me 
suggest that there can be another way to look at it. This nation 
who, although until recently enslaved, also knew that they 
were the children of the exalted Avos and the beneficiaries 
of the many great promises made to those Avos. They had 
just experienced the unbelievable reality of witnessing God 
defeat the great empire of Egypt on their behalf. They were, 
it seemed, invincible, with God on their side. And so perhaps 
they were actually more confident than they should have been 
about an upcoming battle with the Plishtim. God had defeated 
the Egyptians for them, but perhaps it was not yet the time 
for the defeat of the Plishtim (and it wasn’t, apparently, for 
another several hundred years). A sudden defeat at the hands 
of the Plishtim this soon after the Exodus would have been 
dispiriting to the nation in the extreme. 

Their readiness for war -- necessary but perhaps unrealis-
tically optimistic-- might have led them to a mindset that was, 
in the long run of their development, not good for them. Being 
armed does not necessarily mean ready,  and being ready does 
not necessarily ensure victory, as experience has so many 
times painfully taught.  And so they were taught that, like the 
strategy of Yaakov Avinu, war is best avoided when possible.  

Terrible as they inevitably are, wars are sometimes fool-
ishly sought by overconfident people who have forgotten 
what war really is. And so the Civil War in the USA, at its out-
set, was greeted jubilantly in many quarters as a great heroic 
adventure.  And the militant excitement, even the joy,  that 
accompanied the outbreak of war n Europe in 1914 was fol-
lowed, as in all wars, by untold misery and carnage. 

But beyond the wars of nations, as individuals in daily 
life we face questions all the time of conflict that may be dealt 
with cleverly and peacefully, or with confrontation, struggle, 
and,  on some level, with personal destruction. Sometimes we 
have no choice. Sometimes there is nobody rational  to talk to 
in the inevitable conflicts in life, and we have to “go to war”. 
But it is usually much better, even if armed, like our forefa-
thers marching out of Egypt, to go the extra mile, if we can,  
to take the longer route, to avoid an avoidable fight, and in our 
dealings with each other, to do whatever we can to avoid the 
demoralizing, the disheartening, and the destructive effects of 
that terrible scourge, machlokes. 

Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas B’shalach 5778

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
Yerucham Reich
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Suppose someone would approach you and start pouring 
out his broken heart. He begins to tell you that he is going 

through some hard and difficult times. He asks you for your 
sagely, wise and timely advice. 

What would you tell him?  
You would most probably try your best to help him in 

any way you can. You would  hopefully also encourage him 
to pray more fervently to Hashem because you know that a 
sincere prayer can go a long way in helping any situation. 

You would not be alone in that assessment. 
The Gemarah in Berachos (6b) tells us that Prayer “Omaid 

Berumo Shel Olam”- stands at the heights of the world, allow-
ing us to connect and have a relationship with Hashem. Prayer 
is Klal Yisroel’s Raison D’être, our tradition and an integral 
part of our heritage. 

Prayer is a special gift which we own and understand.  Te-
filla is unique to us as it allows us to connect to God, talk to 
him and ask for anything, at anytime. 

That thought is what makes a Pasuk in this week’s Parsha 
so perplexing. 

The Jews find themselves in a very difficult situation. 
They are standing at the very edge of the land; in front of them 
is the vast impenetrable sea and behind them approaches the 
unfriendly Egyptian army. Moshe Rabbeinu turns to Hashem 
and does what Jews have always done in situations of utter 
desperation; he prayed to God. However, in this case Hashem 
says to Moshe-  “Mah Titzak Eilai”-  why are you calling out 
to me, why are you praying?  “Daber El B’nei Yisroel Vay-
isoyu”- Speak to Klal Yisroel and let them travel forth.

Hashem was telling Moshe that his interventions of prayer 
was not necessary here and was in fact telling Moshe that he 
should be silent and stop praying.  

The Ohr Hachaim Hakodosh asks the apparent question. 
Wasn’t this the most appropriate time for prayer? Why 

shouldn’t Moshe have davened to Hashem in this moment of 
crisis?   Dovid Hamelech has told us that it is precisely during 
the moments of anguish that – Min Hamaetzar Korosi koh- 
from the narrow straits we cry out to you, Hashem. 

Isn’t it absolutely essential to cry out to Hashem at times 
of calamity? 

The Ohr Hachaim provides us with a penetrating insight. 
There is a well-known Zohar which explains that while Moshe 
was davening on their behalf, the Heavenly Court was pass-
ing judgment on the B’nei Yisroel as to their worthiness of a 
miraculous escape.  

Klal Yisrael was in a position of extreme vulnerability as 
the heavenly court was accusing them of not deserving a sal-

vation because they too were idol worshippers in Egypt. They 
had not placed their faith completely with God; so why in 
the world should a miracle be done for them. Surely, Moshe 
Rabbeinu was correct in turning to Hashem for guidance and 
salvation, but at this point Tefilah by itself was not going to 
be sufficient. 

This was a moment of strict justice and perhaps they 
would not come out unscathed.  

At that critical moment, the only way to undermine the 
charge of idol worship was to show the heavens their bita-
chon, faith, in Hashem. 

They were to march resolutely forward into the menacing 
waves of the sea and this act of courage would be irrefutable 
proof of their trust in Hashem bringing out the mercy of the 
heavenly court. 

Only with this act of Mesiras Nefesh would they then be 
worthy of the miracles that were about to transpire.  

Actions do speak sometimes so much louder than words. 
Sometimes the only way to go is to put the discussion and the 
words and the dialogue aside, and do what is right and true.

R’ Tuvia Goldstein was born in the town of Waldwa, Po-
land in 5677 (1917). Known as a young Torah prodigy he be-
gan his studies in the glorious yeshivas of Europe, learning 
under HaRav Boruch Ber zt’l in Kamenitz and HaRav Elcho-
non Wassermann Hy’d in Baranovitch. By the age of 17 he 
had already begun to write halachic Responsa. He continued 
his studies at Baranovitch until the outbreak of World War II, 
when he was forced to seek refuge in Vilna and subsequently 
exiled to Siberia where he spent five years in a work camp, 
alongside many of his yeshiva colleagues.

One Succos it was exceedingly cold and a lively debate 
ensued of whether there was an obligation or even a reason to 
build a succah. It was cold, wood and materials were scarce 
and there many other reasons, pro and con, that were bounced 
around among the group. 

After the dialogue concluded and they decided to build a 
succah, the hour was late, and succos was approaching rap-
idly. They came to center of where they lived and saw that a 
succah had already been built. Among the students impris-
oned with them were some chassidishe Yeshiva boys  and ap-
parently they were the ones who had built the succah. 

When prompted and asked why they had built it, they said, 
“listen, it is Succos now and what it this Yom Tov without a 
Succah. Yes, there was indeed what to discuss and perhaps we 
wouldn’t be able to sit and eat in this succah due to the con-
siderations, but its succos and we needed to build a succah so 
that if we would be able to we would have a Succah to sit in, 

RIGHT AND TRUE
R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel
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eat in and fulfill the will of God. We felt that this was the right 
thing to do and so we did it.” 

Rav Tuvia always said that he learned a tremendous les-
son in how to approach Mitzvos during that succos in Siberia.

The Gemarah in Berachos (20a) relates that in the times 
of Rav Yehudah they never had a problem with famines or 
droughts. It always rained and the crops would come out in a 
timely fashion. Even if it did not rain in a while, they would 
just call for a day of fasting and prayer and as soon as Rav Ye-
hudah would remove his shoes, which was a sign of affliction, 
the rain would come immediately. 

The Gemarah wonders why they deserved such wonder-
ful treatment, whereas other, greater, generations were not 
answered with the same immediacy. It wasn’t because they 
were superior in learning, as the Gemarah points out that they 
were not especially learned in Torah. They were only well 
versed in Seder Nezikin, whereas the later generations were 
learned in all of Shas. Nevertheless, the Generation of Rav 
Yehuda merited rain even before they uttered a prayer, but the 
later generations prayed and prayed but their request for rain 

usually went unanswered for awhile. Why, asks the Gemarah, 
was this so?

The Gemarah answer that there was something special 
about the generation of Rav Yehudah.  They had the where-
withal to be Moser Nefesh, to give up of themselves, to show 
their gevurah, their inner strength, for God and therefore, the 
Gemarah concludes, Hakodosh Baruch Hu Rachmonah Liba 
Ba’ei, Hashem wants it to come from the heart.  They had the 
heart, the passion, the commitment and the sincerity that God 
wants. Their actions evoked their words. That generation, al-
though less learned, had a ardent connection to Hashem. That 
is what Hakodosh Baruch Hu wants, that is what elicits his 
approval, and that is what brings out a Rachmanus and mercy 
for his nation.

May we be zoche and merit to stand up for what’s right 
and true. To not only talk, learn and understand what’s in-
cumbant upon is but to bring out the lilmod to the Laasos. 
To live as Yidden and to truly be mekadesh Shem Shamayim 
wherever we go.  

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

Q: Is there any inyan to seek out new fruits to eat this Tu 
B’Shavat?
A: While there is a special minhag on Tu B’Shavat to eat 
different fruits, there are many reliable sources1 which hold 
that every day of the year one should look to taste new fruits 
in order to express the endearment of G-d’s many creations. 
In fact it is brought down2 that one will eventually have 
to give an account on the various fruits that one had the 
opportunity to taste but didn’t.
 
Q: What are the parameters for making the b’racha of 
shehechiyanu on a new fruit?

A: Although some mention that even if one merely sees3 
a new fruit then that would warrant a shehechiyanu, the 
custom is to make the b’racha right before consuming it as 
that is when the true joy is actualized.4

Q: Is any fruit that hasn’t been eaten that year considered 
a “new fruit”?

A: This is a common misconception of which the Shulchan 
Aruch5 clearly says to be otherwise. As even if one has not 
eaten a particular fruit for years one would only make a 
shehechiyanu if he is ready to eat a fruit of which the new 
crop just became available. This is why one does not make 
a shehechiyanu on a new cut of meat or piece of fish as their 
availability exists all year long.6

Q: If one only makes a shehechiyanu on a fruit that just 
becomes available for the first time that year, would 
one make the b’racha on a fruit that is imported from 
elsewhere?

A: While some say that a shehechiyanu is still able to be 

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: HALACHOS FOR TU B’SHVAT
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made, it seems from most other poskim7 that since one is able 
to get this fruit all year long one would not make the b’racha 
as it is lacking in the required simcha. One should therefore 
inquire from his local fruit store as to whether or not this is 
a new crop not otherwise available prior to purchase or if 
it was just bought from another store (specialized gourmet 
market etc.). As if it is only new to the store but not the 
locale it is not “new” as it was being sold all year long (for 
example pomegranates, Asian apples and star fruit can be 
purchased all year in specialized fruit stores, it is only the 
Jewish stores that present them only twice a year). Since this 
is almost always the case many are noheg to refrain from 
making a shehechiyanu over any new fruit on Tu B’shavat 
and only make one on the second night of Rosh Hashana (as 
the ikur b’racha is on the Yom Tov and not the fruit).8 

Q: Are there any fruits that one can be rest assured are 
deserving of a shehechiyanu?

A: As mentioned above it is difficult to answer that question 
in America as almost all fruits are available on a constant 
basis via import from various warm climate countries. 
However in Eretz Yisroel there is some more determinate 
species of fruit that one should make the b’racha on. For 
example, 

	watermelon

	mango

	strawberries

	cherries

are all fruits that are only available after the new crop 
and would warrant one to make a birchas shehechiyanu.9 
(Although watermelon is in actuality a borai pri ha’adama, 
nonetheless it warrants a b’racha on its new crop as to other 
fruits in its category)10

Q: Can one make a shehechiyanu on canned fruit?
A: If a  fruit does not grow a whole year, but is canned (such 
as litchi’s) or frozen thereby making itself available to be 
purchased by everyone throughout the year it would then not 
be  considered a shechiyanu fruit.11 This is true even if this 
particular person has not yet eaten this fruit for a long time. 

Q: Are there any fruits where one would definitely not 
make a shehechiyanu?

A: Any fruit that is

(a) dried12

(b) in spread form (avocado turned into guacamole)13

(c) not seasonal

(d) grafted14 

(e) hardened to the point that it loses its taste completely 
(i.e. buxser/carob)15

would not require the b’racha of shehechiyanu.

Brochos on Fruits
Q: What does one need to know when looking to discern 
if the b’racha of a produce product is a  “ha’aitz” or 
“ha’adama”?
A: We side with the view which holds that as long as the tree 
itself does not remain from year to year, even if the roots do, 
one would make a  borai pri ha’adama.16 

Q: Are there any issues that one should be aware of when 
eating blackberries or blueberries? 

A: Although there are those who mention that all fruit from 
bushes are a ha’adama,17 the blackberries and blueberries 
bought in supermarkets (vaccinium corymbosum- which is 
also referred to as the high bush blueberry) are grown on 
bushes that are higher then three tefachim tall and therefore 
the appropriate b’racha according to contemporary Poskim 
is a borai pri ha’aitz.18

Q: What is the b’racha status of strawberries and 
banana’s?

A: Although strawberries grow on high bushes, and banana 
trees can grow as tall as 40 feet, since the actual bush or tree 
does not survive the winter, a  borai pri ha’adama would be 
the proper b’racha.19

Q: Does one make a different Bracha on fruit that grows 
by itself “in the wild”? 
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A: While the Shulchan Aruch20 brings down the halacha 
to make a shehakol on wild fruit, it seems that this is only 
referring to fruit that is not usually fit for normal consumption 
[i.e. Crabapples21]. Therefore a Sabra fruit which grows by 
itself on a cactus, would require a borai pri ha’aitz as it is an 
edible and desirable fruit.22

Q: Is there one solitary appropriate b’racha to make on 
all nuts?

A: Since almonds, cashews, walnuts, filberts, and hazelnuts 
all grow on trees the proper b’racha would be ha’aitz.23 
Peanuts however, would require a ha’adama, as they are not 
really a nut and are in fact a legume (hence the question 
arises of whether or not peanuts are included in the minhag 
of refraining from eating legumes/kitniyos on Pesach).

Q: What is the correct b’racha to make on cranberries?

A: Although the cranberry plant produces fruit from year to 
year, and is grown on a tall bush which usually qualifies the 
fruit for a ha’aitz, R’ Shlomo Zalman Aurbach zt”l24 holds 
that since they are on vines that creep along the ground, one 
should make a borai pri ha’adama. 

Q: Does everyone agree as to what b’racha one should 
make on raspberries?

A: While many Poskim hold that one should make a  borai 
pri ha’aitz,25 there are others who claim that the raspberry 
plant is not considered a tree and you would therefore make 
a ha’adama.26 The halacha seems to be in accordance with 
the latter view as raspberries grow on different branches each 
year. [Note: It should be noted that eating raw raspberries 
presents a problem of bugs as they are considered muchzak 
b’tolaim and should not be eaten unless carefully checked 
with a trained eye].

Q: Are there any fruits that are usually mistaken for a 
ha’adama?

A: The following fruits: avocado, buxser/carob, olives, 
raisins, mango, star fruit, persimmon or kumquats, while 
often confused with ha’adama are really a borai pri ha’aitz.27

Q: If one has many fruits in front of him (i.e. a Tu 
B’Shevat basket) which fruit should take precedence to 
be eaten first?

A: In a case where the same b’racha applies to a few items 
one should make a b’racha first on a fruit of the seven species 
such as dates, grapes, olives, and pomegranates.28 If none of 
the fruits are of the seven species then a whole fruit takes 
precedence over a sliced one.29 In the event that they are all 
whole, one should go with the fruit that one likes the most.30

FOOTNOTES
1.  M.B. 225:19
2.  Yerushalmi Kiddushin 84, Aruch Hashulchan 225:1
3. See Rashi on Eiruvin 40b
4. S.A. O.C. 225:3
5. S.A.. 225:6
6. Be’er Haitiv 225:11
7. Igros Moshe O.C. 3:34, see Zmiros Divrai Yoel 2:425
8. Igros Moshe Ibid.
9. See V’zos Habracha for a more extensive list
10. Be’ur Halacha 225:3 D’h Pri
11. M.B. 225:16
12. Rivevos Ephraim 7:60:1
13. Aruch Hashulchan 225:12
14. Be’er Haitiv 225:7, Igros Moshe O.C. 2:58
15. Oral Psak heard from R’ Doniel Yehudah Neustadt Shlita
16. Rama 203:2
17. Tosefos Berochos 40a D”H Iysai
18. Igors Moshe O.C. 1:85
19. Igros Moshe O.C. 1:86, S.A. 203:3
20. 203:4
21.  M.B. 203:5
22.  Shevet Halaivi 4:23, Yechaveh Da’as 2:21, Kaf Hachaim 

203:6
23.  M.B. 203:5
24.  V’sain Bracha 22:2 footnote 5.2
25. Chayai Adam 51:9, M.B. 203:1, Kaf Hachaim 203:5
26. Sh”uT Marsham:197
27. V’sain Bracha 22:4 footnote H
28.  S.A. 211:1, M.B. 211:35
29.  M.B. 211:4
30.  M.B. 211:6
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WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Rosh Kollel

Going to the supermarket to buy salad dressing can be 
a daunting task. Surveying the different styles, you 

can choose between Honey Mustard, Caesar, Ranch, French, 
Italian, Thousand Island, Russian, Balsamic Vinegar, Citrus, 
and many more. Amongst all of these choices, they may also 
come as creamy, light, low fat, fat free, sodium free, diet, etc. In 
truth, this wave of selection is not confined to salad dressings 
alone; we have become a culture based on choice. How many 
different cell phones are there? How many different plans can 

you choose from? Think about buying coffee with its latte, half 
latte, cream, no cream, whip cream, sugar, sweetener, Mocha, 
Vanilla, French Vanilla, Hazelnut, Columbian Blend, and the 
multitude of combinations that can be made to fit your specific 
taste.

Our freedom is an expression of our individuality and the 
uniqueness of one’s individuality is conveyed by one’s ability 
to choose. America has become a country which recognizes this 
cognitive nuance and caters to it. We now have our Walmarts 

Az yashir Moshe…: Then Moshe [and Bnei Yisrael] 
sang… The Midrash tells us that Moshe said, “I know 

that I sinned before You with the word az, then, as it is stated 
that when Pharaoh increased the workload of the Jews, Moshe 
said before Hashem, `mei’az, from then that I came to Pha-
raoh to speak in Your name, he did evil to this people,’ And 
now You have drowned Pharaoh in the sea. Therefore, I now 
praise You with the word az, then.” What is the meaning of 
this Midrash? Obviously, Moshe’s sin was not simply that he 
used the word az! And certainly using the word az now in a 
positive way does not rectify using the word az in a negative 
way.

R’ Shlomo Yosef Zevin (L’Torah U’Moadim) explains that, 
evidently, Moshe had erred in his evaluation of his failed mis-
sion to Pharaoh, and he now rectified that perception. The 
Yidden were to have been in Mitzrayim for 400 years. Hash-
em, in His kindness, intensified the suffering of the Jews so 
that in 210 years they endured 400 years’ worth of suffering. If 
Hashem would not have done so, the Yidden would not have 
been able to leave after 400 years, for at that point they would 
have spiritually declined to the point that they would not have 
been recognizable as the children of Avrohom. Moshe viewed 
his mission as a failure and complained to Hashem because 
he did not look at the big picture; he looked at the situation 
through very narrow lenses; he did not allow himself to see 
the bigger picture and realize the kindness of Hashem in in-
tensifying the suffering. After the splitting of the sea, Moshe 
rectified this sin by singing not just for the present salvation. 
Moshe now sang for the future salvation as well (for az yashir 
denotes the future). Moshe no longer had a narrow view of the 
events that were transpiring. He understood that in Hashem’s 
world, one must see the entire picture. We tend to view events 
in the perspective of here and now. Chazal teach us that we 
cannot be shortsighted. We may not know the future or how 
the present connects with the past and the future, but clearly 

we cannot judge an event based on our limited knowledge of 
the narrow present.

R’ Zevin goes on to bring another Midrash (Yalkut Shemo-
ni) which connects az yashir with az yavdil Moshe, And Moshe 
then set aside three cities as arei miklat. R’ Zevin explains this 
Midrash along the same lines. One who is shortsighted would 
not have separated 3 cities of refuge at that point, since they 
were not effective until cities of refuge were designated in 
Eretz Yisrael. Moshe, however, had learned that one’s per-
ception of world events cannot be based on a narrow view of 
the events, and in the same vein, one’s actions must take into 
account the past and future. At the present moment, designat-
ing these cities was meaningless, but it had great impart for 
a future date. There are times that one’s actions may seem 
inconsequential when looking only at the present, but when 
connecting the present with the past and the future that same 
action may be quite consequential. Indeed, we find that chazal 
tells us that pesel michah [a graven image] came across with 
the Yidden when they passed through the Yam Suf. The Gra 
wonders about this, for the incident of pesel Michah did not 
occur until hundreds of years later. The Gra offers an amazing 
insight. The Yidden had reached tremendous heights. Each 
Jew saw what our great neviim did not merit seeing. But al-
though they had reached great heights, there were those who 
could have reached even greater heights. They could have 
seen Hashem on an even greater level. The fact that they fell a 
bit short in their recognition of Hashem, planted the seeds for 
the possibility of a foreign god being in their midst in the fu-
ture. Sometimes we may be a little lax in a specific of a mitz-
vah or minhag which is seemingly not so important. While in 
the present time, this might be inconsequential, it has planted 
the seeds for the next generation to take this attitude further. 
As Yidden, we live with a mesorah from the past, which we 
look to pass on to future generations. This must be reflected 
both in how we view events and in our actions. 

PARSHAS BESHALACH
Rabbi Avraham Greenwald
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and Amazon with its millions of products, providing us an 
opportunity to express our freedom and as one famous chain 
store conveyed, to find happiness (Starbucks – “Happiness is 
in Your Choices”).

But is this true? Perhaps all of these choices are not what 
they appear to be. Maybe the result they yield is very different 
than how they are portrayed on the surface. Could it be that 
we are really being drowned by the deluge of diversity without 
realizing it?

Interestingly enough, a point in this week’s perasha 
becomes a key elucidator to answer our question. The Jewish 
people were concerned that they would all die of starvation in 
the desert, so in response they were given a spiritual food called 
manna. The Torah conveys, “Hashem said to Moshe, ‘Behold I 
will rain down for you food from heaven…and in the morning 
there was a layer of dew around the camp. The layer of dew 
ascended and behold, upon the surface of the Wilderness was 
something thin exposed (manna)…The Children of Israel said 
to one another, ‘It is food!’” (Beshalach 16:4-16). This spiritual 
food came from Hashem and was there to sustain the nation of 
Israel. The remarkable aspect of this miraculous food is what 
happens much later in the Torah with regards to the Jewish 
people’s perspective on it.

Let us fast forward to perasha Beha’alotcha, where the 
Jewish people recall the selection of delicacies and foods that 
they had in Egypt. The Torah conveys, “The Children of Israel 
wept once more, and said, ‘Who will feed us meat? We can still 
remember the fish that we ate in Egypt for free, the cucumbers, 
the melons, the leeks, the onions, and the garlic. But now our 
lives are parched, there is nothing more for us to look forward 
to except for the manna’” (Beha’alotcha 11:4-6).

What a difference in these two outlooks! The Jewish people 
were originally afraid of dying from a lack of food and were 
so appreciative to receive the manna. Yet later, after becoming 
more comfortable, they complained about the manna because 
they missed the selection, options, and assortment that they had 
in Egypt. This comes to elucidate a vantage point on “choice” 
which we may not always be aware of. In order to be able to 
perceive it, we will need to take a closer look at something we 
always see, but perhaps never noticed.

Dr. Sheena Iyengar is a professor, author, and lecturer from 
Columbia University Business School, who specializes on the 
art of choice. Her academic achievements have brought her 
worldwide fame, which she has accomplished despite becoming 
blind from a rare retina disorder at age 18. One particular 
experiment she conducted had its entire trajectory altered 
by one seemingly innocuous question. The study wanted to 

investigate the effects of those that were freed from communist 
countries and transplanted to a democratic capitalistic society. 
The subjects were brought in to be interviewed. As a matter 
of courtesy one of the professors asked if anyone would like 
a soda, he said, “We have Coke, Sprite, Pepsi, Sunkist, Dr. 
Pepper, Mountain Dew, and Sierra Mist – which would you 
like?” Then one by one the responses came that astounded 
those present. The newly freed subjects each said, “That’s all 
just one choice – you are asking me if I want soda!”

These people did not see seven options, they just saw one. 
They understood the question in a singular form - “Do you 
want soda?” Later they asked the same question to other newly 
freed groups, but this time adding to the list tea and juice and 
when questioned, they found that they didn’t see nine options; 
they only saw three – soda, tea, or juice.  

We mistakenly believe that more choice means that we 
have more of an opportunity to arrive at the best option. Instead, 
in many ways we start to have a misguided perception of what 
things are. Many of those interviewed expressed this sentiment, 
“I am not used to all this choice, in fact most of them are artificial 
and not necessary. Soda is just a carbonated beverage; flavor is 
an inconsequential side point.” These people grew up learning 
that these things were not so important or vital. Yet, in America, 
flavor as well as other choices that we are given, becomes an 
identifier of one’s uniqueness and distinctiveness. We celebrate 
it, expect it, and become spoiled by it. We presume to be true to 
ourselves via this expression, but ultimately we become slaves 
to all this variety. It becomes more of a distraction than it is a 
necessity. Our perception of what is essential becomes warped, 
and we drown in an individuality that is expressed in artificial 
terms.

The Haggadah of Pesach conveys to us that matzah is both 
representing our slavery and our freedom. Rabbi Zev Leff 
Shlita asks for us to consider – despite the incredible haste that 
we left in, if the main focal point is our emancipation from 
slavery, then why do we not use richer, tastier bread to signify 
our redemption from Egypt?

The answer is conveyed by the Talmud (Megillah 14a) 
which comments on a verse in Tehillim (113:1) which says – 
“Praise Hashem, give praise, you servants of Hashem” The 
Talmud comments on this verse “Originally we were slaves to 
Pharaoh, now we are slaves to Hashem” What this means to 
say is that matzah is an indicator of our slavery in Egypt, but it 
also represents our novel autonomy. Instead of being confined 
by Pharaoh, we are now bounded by Torah. We did not emerge 
from slavery to freedom; we remained as servants, but with a 
new master. The matzah is the bread of servitude, so it is the 

R’ Aharon Finkelstein
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R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber
PARSHAS BISHALACH - LESSON FROM THE HAFTORAH

This week’s Haftorah relates the story of Devorah the 
Prophetess, who directed Barak (who, according to Tana 

Dibei Eliyohu, was her husband), to gather his forces and to 
fight Sisera, the evil general of Kina’an, at the foot of Mt. 
Tabor by the brook of Kishon. 

Hashem made a miracle and the mighty forces of Sisera 
were all delivered into the hands of Barak and his warriors.

Sisera managed to flee and fled the battlefield on foot. He 
sought refuge in the tent of Yael, who served him milk instead 
of water to make him tired. When Sisera fell into a deep sleep, 
Yael took a tent stake and killed the evil Sisera. 

Following this great miracle and the downfall of Sisera, 
Devorah and Barak sang a Shira; a song of praise, thanking 
Hashem for all He has done for them and for Klal Yisroel. 

This is similar to the singing of the Shira in our Parsha 
after Kriyas Yam Suf. Seemingly it is for this reason we lain 
this Haftorah, as both the Haftorah and the Parsha contain a 
Shira to Hashem. 

Perhaps there is a greater connection between the Parsha 
and the Haftorah, other than that they both contain a Shira.

The story of Yeztiyas Mitzrayim and the story of Sisera, 
are strikingly similar. For starters, the Ralbag points out that 
both Yetziyas Mitzrayim, and the story of Sisera end with a 
Shira sung by both a man and a woman. Shiras Mitzrayim 
was sung by Miriam after Moshe and the Bnei Yisroel sang 
Az Yashar.  So too, both Devorah and Barak sang their Shira, 
in this week’s Haftorah. 

Furthermore, similar to Mitzrayim, where the destruction 
of the enemy came through drowning (in the Yam Suf), the 
armies of Sisera also perished through drowning (in the brook 
of kishon).

Additionally, according to the Mechilta, during Krias Yam 
Suf everyone was killed except their leader, Pharaoh, who es-
caped. Same with Sisera, through divine providence, he was 

able to flee only to be killed later by Yael. 
The Ba’al Haturim also alludes to this connection. He 

brings a Mesorah that the unique word “Vayaham” which 
means Hashem confounded and baffled the enemy, is found 
both in the Parsha in regard to the Egyptians, as well in the 
Haftorah in regard to Sisera and his men. 

The Gemara in Pesachim (108b) seems to enlighten us 
further. The Gemara relates an interesting dialogue between 
Hashem and the Yam Suf at the time of the splitting of the sea. 
Hashem requested of the sea to “spit out’ the dead Egyptians 
from its midst, to prove without a doubt to the Yidden that 
all the Egyptians perished within. The sea argued that they 
were given a gift; “does a master who bestows a gift upon 
his servant request that it be returned?”. Hashem answered by 
promising the sea that He will pay it back abundantly later, in 
the time of Sisera. During the splitting of the sea six hundred 
chariots were thrown into the sea, while at the time of Sisera 
there were nine hundred chariots drowned in the water. The 
Gemara seems to indicate that the drowning during the story 
of Sisera was a culmination and payback for the drowning 
which took place at the Yam Suf. 

To explain these similarities, and the connection we find 
between these two episodes, we turn to the Sefer HaZohar in 
Parshas Shoftim, which tells us that the six hundred chariots 
that Mitzrayim used to chase the Yidden, were provided by 
Sisera, who loaned these chariots to Pharaoh to help him in 
the fight against the Yidden. The language of the Posuk reads 
well according the Zohar’s explanation. The Posuk mentions 
that Pharaoh “took six hundred elite chariots and all the chari-
ots of Egypt”. The Posuk clearly separates the six hundred as 
not being part and parcel of the Egyptian chariots. This is be-
cause those six hundred belonged to Sisera who loaned them 
to Pharaoh to aid him in his fight. 

With this Zohar we now have a better understanding of 

most ideal symbol, since it shows that our nation, even in its 
independence, is still in complete servitude to Hashem.

Our freedom to choose is not a liberator of individuality 
alone; its main purpose is for us to decide what purpose our 
lives will service. The many choices that we have in our society 
are in many ways a testimony to the blessing of our times. But, 
we must also balance our perspective of these choices. We must 

know that everything we have in this world has been given to 
us as a vehicle to help us serve Hashem. The manna was food. 
Its function, like all foods, is to allow us to live in order to fulfill 
the words of the Torah. We should not get so caught up in the 
choices that we forget what the greater aims of their functions 
are.  At the end of the day, fulfilling Hashem’s will is why we are 
here; everything else is just salad dressing, coffee, and soda.

R’ Aharon Finkelstein
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R’ Berach Steinfeld
MECHIYAS AMALEK 

In Shemos, Perek Yud Zayin, posuk tes zayin, the Torah says 
there should be a war of Hashem against Amalek from 

generation to generation. There are two places in the To-
rah that the war against Amalek is mentioned; at the end 
of Parshas Ki Seitzei, and at the end of Parshas Beshalach. 
At first glance it would seem that there is a difference be-
tween the two. In Parshas Beshalach a specific command for 
the Bnei Yisroel is not mentioned; it just says that Hashem is 
letting them know that He will fight their wars with Amalek, 
as the posuk says, “Write this as a memorial in a Sefer and 
repeat it to the ears of Yehoshua.” Hashem will fight the 
war Himself, since Hashem says, “I will erase the memory 
of Amalek.” In this vein we see the words of the posuk that 
says, “milchama La’Hashem ... midor dor.” Conversely, there 
is a command for every Jew in Parshas Ki Seitzei to remember 
what Amalek perpetrated even when Hashem provide a respite 
from war; we have a command to destroy the memory of Ama-
lek and not to forget this. Based on this difference it would 
stand to reason that when the posuk in Parshas Beshalach-
says  “from generation to generation,” it is not a din in the hal-
acha of mechiyas Amalek that applies in every generation, but 
rather a “shvua” (promise) of Hashem for future generations. 
The chiyuv will only apply when there is respite from war.

The Smag in Lo Saaseh, resh chov vov says that 
the mitzvah of mechiyas Amalek will only apply 
when Moshiach arrives and Eretz Yisroel will be conquered. 
At that point, after there is a respite from war, there will be 
a mitzvah of mechiyas Amalek.

The Chinuch in mitzvah taf resh daled disagrees and says 

that there is a mitzvah for every Jewish male to wipe out Ama-
lek if he has the ability to do so. This applies at any time and 
at any place. The Rambam in Sefer Hamitzvos Asseh, kuf peh 
zayin agrees and says that we can’t wait for Mashiach for this. 
He says every single person has the chiyuv to do it according 
to his capability. Based on the Chinuch and the Rambam, it 
would seem that the posuk in Beshalach that says that mechi-
yas Amalek is from generation to generation is not just a sh-
vua of Hashem, but rather a mitzva that is incumbent upon 
every private Jew in every generation.

An explanation is needed to clarify the difference in the com-
mands of Parshas Beshalach and Parshas Ki Seitzei according 
to the Chinuch and Rambam. In Ki Seitzei it sounds like there 
is only a chiyuv during peacetime after Moshiach comes, 
whereas in Parshas Beshalach the mitzvah applies in every 
generation. There must be two types of mechiyas Amalek; one 
that is a concerted effort of Klal Yisroel as a tzibbur to go to 
war against Amalek. That mitzvah will only apply when there 
is a respite of war during the times of Moshiach. This is in or-
der to avoid having other nations ganging up against Klal Yis-
roel. There is however, a private mitzvah for each individual 
to wipe out Amalek at any given opportunity even when there 
is no respite of war.

Let us hope that we wipe out the koach of Amalek with 
our Torah learning.

Do you have a topic or discussion you want to read about? 
Please send comments or questions to hymanbsdhevens@
gmail.com or berachsteinfeldscorner@gmail.com. 

what is going on. Sisera was a partner and part of Pharaoh’s 
fight against allowing the Yidden to leave Mitzrayim. As long 
as Sisera and his army were yet to be defeated, it couldn’t be 
considered a complete defeat of Pharaoh and his men. 

Therefore, the fight against Sisera was in a way an exten-
sion to the war against Mitzrayim. Only when Sisera and his 
men were finally defeated, can we finally have complete clo-
sure of Galus Mitzrayim.

It is therefore understandable that the two are connect-
ed, and have similarities and that the payback to the Yam Suf 
should take place precisely at this juncture. 

It is therefore fitting that both Yetziyas Mitzrayim and the 
downfall of Sisera both end with a song of Shira, sung by 
all segments of Klal Yisroel; men and woman alike, thanking 
Hashem for the total eradication of Galus Miztrayim. 

R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber
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R’ Eliyahu Raful | Rinat Chaim Kollel
WHAT’S YOUR STAND?

"קום קרא אל אלוקיך"

Unfortunately, the diasporic distresses and detrimental 
denudations of the covenantal community throughout 

all its history has led to the development of contrary customs 
in all circles of its Halakhic life. Fortunately, these differing 
customs have frequently not been too divergently deviant 
from each other and thus did not incur much neighboring 
controversy. For example, in Ashkenazi synagogues it is 
customary to deliberately rise1 for the recitation of Kaddish 
while Sefaradim will only remain standing if Kaddish catches 
them while already on foot2. Such a discrepancy has not 
stirred much of a storm, and despite this differing mannerism 
the Sefaradi wishes his Ashkenazi brother a hearty “Shabbat 
Shalom3” and the Ashkenazi replies “Good Shabbos4.” In this 
humble corner of our weekly community newsletter we will, 
if G-d wills, be generally focusing on halachic subjects that 
generate relevant awareness to our communal diversity and 
just might consequate differences according to our respective 
roots.

 Once on the topic of liturgic stature, it is notable to mention 
that through the span of the preliminary Pesuke Dezimra, we 
all stand by Baruch Sheamar and Vayvarech David. However, 
while reciting the Yishtabach prayer the Ashkenazi custom 
is to stand5 while Sefaradim remain seated6. Interestingly, 
this Ashkenazi custom gave birth to a practical habit of also 
standing during the recitation of Shirat Hayam (Az Yashir). 
Because there is no known origin for standing so, we can 
safely assume that this came about by people preferring 
not to incur dizziness from constantly standing and sitting. 
Ironically, there is another time Ashkenazim stand for Shirat 
Hayam, this too with no known origin. This is during the 
Torah reading of Shirat Hayam both of Parshat Beshalach and 
on seventh day of Pesach. However, unlike the other relatively 
innocuous inclinations to stand, this one might be problematic. 
This custom along with the custom to stand during the Torah 
reading of the ten commandments of Parshat Yitro and on 
Shavuot sparked much controversy over the past millennia, 

and until today there are differing customs even amongst 
Sefaradim. Famously, using historical precedent, Rambam7 
vehemently opposed it because the notion of standing at 
select parts of the Torah reading might heretically imply that 
certain segments of the Torah are more significant than others. 
However since then many have legitimized this custom8. 
HaRav Moshe Feinstein9, using rationale similarly developed 
by Rabbi Yosef Dov Soloveitchik10 defends the custom saying 
that the rising of the congregation is essentially a historical 
reenactment of the Mount Sinai experience, not biblical 
bias. However, the late Rav Elyashiv11 opposed the custom, 
radically12 maintaining that even if the entire congregation 
does indeed wrongfully rise, the individual must not rise to 
the occasion. Amongst the Sefaradim, although the North 
African communities have stood13, Hakham Ovadia Yosef14 
opposed the custom, but gives the individual the solution of 
rising pre-priori to the reading of the said portions, thereby 
not showing that he’s exclusively rising for only a particular 
biblical segment. Nevertheless, as the eternal evolution of the 
halakhic soul continues to variegate, regardless of if you will 
stand or sit, I wish you a Shabbat Shalom.

Footnotes
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 שם .4
 רמ”א סימן נא’ .5
 דיוק מהמחבר ריש סימן נג .6
 שו”ת הרמב”ם סימן רסא .7
 ראה שו”ת טוב עין להרחיד”א סימן יא’ .8
 אגרו”מ או”ח ח”ד סי’ כב’ .9
 הררי קדם ח”ב קיז .10
 הערות למסכת ברכות עמ’ צב’ .11
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